Effects of material advantage and space advantage on the Komodo and Stockfish chess engines
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SUMMARY
Chess engines are computer programs built to play chess. Currently, chess engines are significantly better at chess than the highest ranked human chess players. The utilization of chess engines is the most widely accessible, reliable, and efficient way to study chess. Because of their overwhelming chess capabilities, chess engines are able to aid chess players ranging from amateurs to Grandmasters. A key feature of chess engines is their ability to analyze a chess position and provide a numerical evaluation that describes the degree to which a side is winning. However, different chess engines employ different methods of evaluating a position. Some engines highly value “material advantage” and will greatly favor the side that has captured more pieces. Others put great importance in “space advantage” and will generally try to move their pieces from starting position to positions where they control more squares as early as possible. This study examines how two top-rated chess engines, Stockfish and Komodo, differ in their methodologies for evaluating a chess position. We hypothesized that Komodo’s evaluation would change more than Stockfish’s when material was lost, and that Stockfish’s evaluation would favor the side with more available advancing moves than Komodo. We discovered that Komodo indeed valued material advantage significantly more than Stockfish. However, the two engines did not differ significantly in their evaluations of space advantage. These findings have important implications for chess players, as they allow for accurate imitations of an engine’s play style, which could serve to more effectively increase performance.

INTRODUCTION
In 1997, IBM computer engine Deep Blue defeated Russian world chess champion Garry Kasparov in a chess match (1). Chess engines, or computers that play chess automatically, were initially unable to compete at the highest level when they were first developed (2). However, they rapidly improved via millions of practice games, machine learning, and the use of neural networks, with each chess engine developer employing different techniques to create a strong engine (3, 4). Once engine superiority over humans, marked by Kasparov’s defeat, was established, the purpose of chess engines changed to aiding chess players, both amateur and professional (5). The advancement of chess engines gave players a valuable opportunity to improve. Specifically, players could now play full chess games against engines to gain experience, analyze previous games, and identify their inaccuracies and mistakes (6). In addition, players could learn chess fundamentals by practicing tactics and early-game positional patterns (6).

Today, many powerful chess engines exist. For reference, the average Elo (a numerical representation of a player’s skill level in chess) among all chess players is about 800. At the time of writing this paper, the highest Elo ever reached by a human is 2882 by Grandmaster and former world champion Magnus Carlsen in May of 2014 (7). However, this rating is dwarfed by Stockfish, widely acknowledged as the strongest chess engine, which holds an Elo over 3500. Given that it is possible to numerically represent the strength of a chess engine, tournaments have ensued to determine which is the most powerful. Currently, using Elo ratings determined by Computer Chess Ratings List (CCRL), the strongest chess engine in the world is Stockfish (CCRL Rating 3564), immediately followed by Komodo (CCRL Rating 3508) (8). These discrepancies between human and computer Elo have made chess engines a reliable tool for improving in chess, rivaling over-the-board training (9).

After inputting a board position, chess engines display a value that indicates which side is winning and the degree to which the chess position favors them. For example, a rating of 0.0 means that the position is perfectly equal, and if the best moves are played by both sides, the game will result in a draw. A positive evaluation means that white has an advantage, while a negative evaluation means that black has an advantage. The degree to which one side is winning is indicated by the distance of the evaluation from 0.0. Both the Komodo and Stockfish engines use the same scale for evaluation and have no definite limits to their evaluations, but evaluations larger than ±50.0 are rare. When the game ends, the evaluation will either display 1-0, signifying white’s win, 0-1, signifying black’s win, or ½-½, meaning a draw. Position evaluations vary from engine to engine. Given a position, different engines may provide different evaluations. Due to the artificial intelligence learning process used to build chess engines, the algorithm each engine uses to calculate position evaluations is not known, and so different engines may be influenced to greater extents by certain factors in a board position (10). Two factors under consideration are material advantage and space advantage, which were chosen because they influence a player’s ability to control squares on the board and execute attacks on enemy pieces (11). Material advantage is determined by how many points of material each side has captured (queens are worth 9 points, rooks 5 points, knights and bishops 3 points, and pawns 1 point). Space advantage is defined as how many possible choices for
advancing moves a certain side has in a position.

This study examined the Stockfish and Komodo chess engines, and how they are differently influenced by material advantage and space advantage. We hypothesized that Komodo and Stockfish would place different levels of importance on material and space advantage. To test this, we manipulated pieces on the board against each engine, recorded the possible moves for each side, and monitored changes to the evaluation score from Komodo and Stockfish chess engines on Chess.com. We found a significant difference between the amount of importance Stockfish and Komodo place on material advantage. However, piece forward mobility, or space advantage, did not have a significant impact on either Stockfish or Komodo’s evaluation. These findings suggest that Komodo values the objective of capturing enemy material while retaining one’s own pieces more than Stockfish does, and that neither engine places significant importance on space advantage.

RESULTS

In order to test the hypothesis that Stockfish would value material advantage and space advantage differently than Komodo, we set up and conducted experiments on Chess.com’s built-in analysis feature (12), which has the capability to use both Stockfish and Komodo as its back engine. For each back engine used, chess positions were generated through the Explorer feature on Chess.com, and evaluations were recorded before and after pieces were removed.

Material Advantage

To determine whether Stockfish and Komodo’s evaluations were impacted differently by changes to material advantage, we analyzed evaluations at 11 positions as pieces were removed in a total of 80 tests. Loss of material significantly affected Komodo’s evaluation of a position (6.720 ± 4.599) more than Stockfish (4.129 ± 2.624)(p-value < 0.001) (Figure 1). Interestingly, the disparity between the two engines’ evaluations grew larger as more material was lost.

Space Advantage

Our results show that there was no significant difference between Stockfish’s and Komodo’s evaluation of the position in regard to space. To represent the balance of total number of moves for either side as a value, the absolute difference between Stockfish’s number of advancing moves and Komodo’s number of advancing moves (|advW - advB|) were our X-values. The absolute difference between Stockfish’s evaluation and Komodo’s evaluation (|sEval - kEval|) were our Y-values. We produced no meaningful results by calculating the correlation coefficient for these values, with p-value > 0.1 (Figure 2). We also compared X-values to Stockfish’s and Komodo’s individual evaluations of the position. The insignificant p-values (> 0.1) that we once again produced suggested that the balance in total number of advancing moves for either side does not have a strong correlation with either engine’s evaluation of a position.

DISCUSSION

We hypothesized that Komodo and Stockfish would place different levels of importance on material advantage and space advantage. The material advantage portion of this hypothesis was validated by data collected from Chess.com’s analysis tab and the use of the Stockfish and Komodo backengines. Overall, the chess engine Komodo valued material advantage more than Stockfish, while space advantage was not greatly valued by either engine. This supports the notion that different engines have different styles of play.

Stockfish has been historically known for its aggressive play. It prioritizes control of the board and weakening the enemy king, while Komodo’s play style is defined by its defensiveness and emphasis on pawn structure (13). This fact, coupled with Stockfish’s superiority as a chess engine, as indicated by its higher Elo, may serve as a play style guide to chess players, especially in the opening stage of play.
It should be noted that engines do not think about chess positions in the same way as humans; they determine the degree to which they are winning based on their prior experience in chess and extremely complex algorithms, not based on cut and dry factors like “material advantage” and “space advantage” (18). This, we believe, proved to be the biggest limitation in this study. While testing for certain factors, there were other unaccounted factors that undoubtedly influenced these results. To circumvent this issue, the difference in evaluation was measured before and after piece removal, rather than just using the final or initial evaluation. When testing for Space advantage, the absolute difference between white’s number of possible moves and black’s number of possible moves was tested for correlation with the absolute difference between Stockfish’s evaluation and Komodo’s evaluation. We believe that even if more data points were used for space advantage testing, there would be little effect on its significance. As suggested by our results, a larger number of advancing moves, while beneficial, does not directly elevate a player’s position.

The limitations of this study led us to ponder the other factors and the degree to which they contribute to an engine’s evaluation of a position. We considered whether advancing moves that resulted in the capture of an enemy piece should be weighted more heavily, and if that would produce a relationship between space advantage and engine evaluation. We could determine this more complex relationship between space advantage and engine evaluation of a position through a similar manner to the current space advantage testing, but by increasing a side’s advancing move count further for every move that captures an enemy piece.

While our study compared the value an engine placed on material advantage or space advantage with that of the other engine, it may also be possible to relate the value placed on material advantage versus space advantage within the same engine. This could be achieved by conducting the material advantage tests and then recording engine evaluations before and after the number of advancing moves were limited. Then, differences in the engine’s evaluation after each test would

There exist several popular chess openings that involve the sacrifice of some material to gain an advantage in piece development or control of the central squares of the board. These openings are referred to as gambits and are widely seen as riskier openings due to the consequences that could follow if the aforementioned advantages are not fully capitalized on (16). This is also in line with our findings that losing material is often far more detrimental than losing space advantage.

The data collected for space advantage did not yield sufficient evidence to make a claim about Stockfish’s and Komodo’s relative use of it for position evaluation. There was no strong correlation in the data collected for space advantage. This could mean that while space advantage is something taken into consideration (17), other factors like material advantage are far more important to engines when evaluating a position.

Figure 3: Candidate and non-candidate pieces for removal for material advantage testing. The pieces highlighted in red represent candidate pieces, or pieces that would potentially be removed for material advantage testing. Pieces highlighted in red, such as the knight in position g3, is not a candidate piece because its removal would open the white king up to check from the black bishop. The d5 pawn is more than halfway up the board from white’s perspective, while the pieces on d2, e2, and f1 directly surround the king, and are thus also not candidate pieces.

Figure 4: Moves considered to be advancing moves for space advantage testing. Arrows denoting all possible advancing moves of each of the white pieces can make in this position. Only legal moves are counted, so the white king moving to position c3, for example, is not considered. This includes piece capture, such as the move Rxd4.
be compared. A drawback of this approach is that limiting the number of advancing moves would involve the movement or deletion of pieces, which would have an effect on other factors that influence the game. Future topics of study could aim to determine what other major influences exist in a chess engine’s evaluation.

However, our findings that material advantage is more valued by Stockfish than Komodo and that neither engine greatly values space advantage may help chess players more rapidly improve their skill level by more effectively interacting with chess engines during training.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Chess Position Generation**

To generate the positions, we used chess.com’s Explorer resource which contains a database of nearly 3 million games played by its users (19). This resource allowed for the navigation of both commonly and infrequently played chess positions. Using this tool, 11 positions for material advantage testing and 20 positions for space advantage testing were generated, including opening positions (7 - 8 moves played or less), endgame positions (generally characterized by a lack of queens or rooks on the board), and middlegame positions (the remainder of the positions).

**Evaluation of Chess Positions**

We tested the position evaluation of chess engines on their ability to assess the value of chess positions based on two criteria: material and space advantage. To accomplish this, we utilized chess.com’s analysis tool which provides an evaluation of a position based on which chess engine is selected (Stockfish 15.1 or Komodo).

**Material Advantage Data Collection**

In order to test for material advantage, 11 positions spanning the opening, middlegame, and endgame were chosen. The Stockfish back engine was activated first. After the engine’s position evaluation was recorded for each starting position, pieces were randomly selected and removed from one of the sides. The particular pieces that were removed as well as the final evaluation of the position were also recorded.

To conduct the material advantage testing, we began by recording the initial engine evaluation of the position given by Stockfish (E_s). We then selected “candidate pieces” for deletion. These are pieces that are not directly surrounding the king, are not more than halfway up the board, and whose removal does not result in an illegal position. The reason we opted to disqualify pieces more than halfway up the board from being a candidate piece is because we theorized that the removal of these pieces would have a more profound impact on the engine’s evaluation due to their controlling squares nearer to the opponent’s king. Similarly, pieces directly surrounding the king were not qualified to be candidate pieces as the safety of the king may be another factor chess engines use to determine their evaluation (Figure 3).

Pawns, knights, bishops, rooks, and queens were worth 1, 3, 3, 5, and 9 points respectively. The probability of a candidate piece worth n points being removed is 1/(n+1).

Randomly selected subsets of candidate pieces were removed. The same subsets of pieces were removed for Stockfish and Komodo. Once pieces were removed, Stockfish’s engine evaluation was recorded again as E_s-

The process was then repeated using Komodo instead of Stockfish, and the initial engine evaluation was recorded as E_k. The total point loss from one side and the final engine evaluation for Komodo (E_k) were recorded. In all, data for 80 tests for each engine were recorded across 11 starting positions. The same positions were tested multiple times with different pieces being removed each time, resulting in 160 sets of data points.

**Material Advantage Statistical Testing**

In order to determine whether there was a significant difference between variables |E_s-E_k| and |E_k-E_s|, we used a paired t-test to calculate the p-value comparing the two groups. Our samples for each variable covered each of the 80 iterations of testing.

**Space Advantage Data Collection**

Setting up a position to test for space advantage followed the same procedure as conducted for materials advantage testing with 20 separate chess positions.

Advancing moves represent how many choices for moves either side would have if it was their turn to play (Figure 4). Advancing moves were defined as moves that move a piece further up the board from the playing side’s perspective. It should be noted that a rook moving directly sideways, for example, was not considered an advancing move. The reason that only the number of advancing moves for each side were recorded rather than total moves is that backwards moves rarely directly lead to an objective being fulfilled, like the control of squares on the opponent’s side of the board or an attack on the enemy king (20).

Stockfish’s and Komodo’s initial evaluations of the position were separately recorded as well, and we manually counted the number of available advancing moves for white and recorded this value as advW. Flipping the board perspective to black’s point of view, the number of available advancing moves for black were recorded as advB. Using Stockfish as the back engine, the position evaluation was recorded as sEval. Then, the back engine was switched to Komodo, and its evaluation was recorded as kEval. Data were collected for each of the 20 chess positions. The two sets of values that were compared were |advW - advB| and |sEval - kEval|. Only absolute differences were recorded because one side having more advancing moves available to them did not necessarily mean that a certain engine would have a higher evaluation than the other.

**Space Advantage Statistical Testing**

We calculated a Pearson correlation coefficient for the two samples, |advW - advB| and |sEval - kEval|, to find the p-value for space advantage. We opted for correlation due to data being collected from a static position, rather than from a change in position such as in material advantage data collection.
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